MURALPROJECT

20x21 Mural Project

20x21 ARTISTS

1. Acidum Project (Brazil)
Art duo Robézio Marqs and Tereza Dequinta used vivid color, brilliant patterns
and obscure characters in their mural to fulfill their goal of transforming an
unappealing alley into a welcoming passageway.
2. Beau Stanton (USA)
Stanton, a multi-disciplinary artist, drew inspiration from historic
ornamentation, religious iconography and classical painting to create this
high visibility mural using meticulous technique and craft.
3. Steven Lopez (USA)
University of Oregon graduate Steven Lopez created an eye-catching work
of art filled with yellows, purples and greens. The bee and the honeycomb
remind viewers the important role bees play in cross-pollination.
4. Hua Tunan (China)
Tunan used his unique style of mixing Chinese brushwork with Western
graffiti to create an epic battle. The red wall and black dragon represent
Chinese luck and folklore while the black drops symbolize Eugene rain.
5. Hush (United Kingdom)
London street artist Hush laser-cut graphic designs in his studio to use as
stencils for his Japanese-inspired mural. The light blue halo surrounding the
faces is meant to blend with the sky above.
6. Ila Rose (Eugene, Oregon, USA)		
Influenced by her love of mythology and the natural world, local Eugene
artist Ila Rose painted the two-faced head of a woman with snakes for hair.
Geometric patterns and multiple hues add depth and character to the figures.
7. Telmo Miel (Netherlands)
Artistic partners Telmo Pieper and Miel Krutzmann collaborated on a painting
inspired by the relaxed vibe they felt upon visiting Eugene. Look closely and
you may see odes to famous cartoon characters like Walt Disney’s Pluto.
8. Blek le Rat (France)
Best viewed from the parking garage on 10th and Oak, this black and white
stencil depicts the artist’s son playing a violin while rats run in a stream
toward him. Look for 10 more examples of Blek’s work throughout the city.
9. Franco Fasoli “JAZ” (Argentina)
This mural, which features two people with heads of birds, was inspired by
the dialogue that takes place during art festivals. JAZ, assisted by local artist
Bayne Gardner, used a grid technique to create this eye-popping work.
10. Dan Witz (USA)
Brooklyn street artist Witz paints his pieces using trompe l’oeil, a style used to
trick the eye into perceiving a painted detail as three-dimensional. See how
many of Witz’s installments you can find throughout downtown Eugene.
11. Hyuro (Spain/Argentina)
Born in Argentina and later residing in Spain, Hyuro (1974-2020) blended
politics and faceless feminine identities with a surreal sensibility. This mural
depicts the reverse sequence of an act of destruction.

12. Matt Small (United Kingdom)
Small’s portrait of African-American track and field legend Jesse Owens is a
masterpiece of found objects. The work is composed of recycled materials found
at Bring Recycling and the recently dismantled Hayward Field.
13. WK Interact (France/USA)
Known for strong black and white works that usually depict the human form in
motion, WK Interact chose Martin Luther King Jr as a powerful symbol for his
mural due to the civil rights leader’s legacy and the current political climate.
14. Alexis Diaz (Puerto Rico)
A visit to the Museum of Natural and Cultural History inspired Diaz to create the
Whiteaker Mammoth with his assistant Angel Lopez. Waterproof sumi ink and
small brushes created an intricate pattern of fine strokes and cross-hatching
against a sepia-toned ink wash.
15. Bayne Gardner (Eugene, Oregon, USA)
Gardner brings a lively and spontaneous energy to everything he paints.
Inspired by motion and nature, his work features an ibis and a salmon. The
mural originally included a pastry favorite of Homer Simpson, which can now
be found as a bonus mural at 1374 Willamette Street.
16. AIKO (Japan/USA)
AIKO graced Eugene with the colorful reverse image of a Maiko, an apprentice
geisha training to be a dancer. Created from 15 hand-cut stencils, the reverse
images express day and night at once. Can you find AIKO’s trademark butterfly?
17. Kiran Maharjan “H11235” (Nepal)
H11235 created a half portrait of an elderly man from Nepal using
photorealistic techniques that are countered by digital brush strokes. The
deconstructed nature of the mural speaks to order and chaos.
18. Shamsia Hassani (Afghanistan)
Hassani, Afghanistan’s first female street artist, painted a towering image of a
female musician who lacks a mouth, but holds a large keytar. The instrument
serves as a voice for the woman. Hassani says she is “trying to play her voice for
the city, for people, to have a … positive message for the people.”
19. Fintan Magee (Australia)
In Magee’s self-professed style of magical realism, the girl floating with an
empty pitcher depicts the “Feast before the Flood” as both a commentary on
climate change and a visually striking mural for people to reflect on.
20. Adele Renault (Belgium/USA)
Renault’s mural is a stunning portrait of an actual pigeon from the Eugene area.
Dubbed Eugenie by the artist and photographer Martha Cooper, she belongs to
building owner Irv Weiner, a pigeon flyer/fancier.

Featured: Ila Rose

The 20x21EUG Mural Project is an initiative of the City of Eugene
Cultural Services’ Public Art Program. In 2017 it set a goal to create
20 or more world-class murals in Eugene before the 2021 World
Athletics Championships, and in 2019 it surpassed its mark with 22.
The project is led by an engaged committee that has collaborated
across the communications, law, architecture, small business,
nonprofit and arts sectors.

21. Sidney Waerts “SIT” (Netherlands)
Named “Meesie” after his daughter, SIT’s monochromatic mural features a bird
who descends like a “broken down city, with bridges and poles on the water.”
The child fishing shows hope and prosperity in a world facing climate change.
22. Kari Johnson (Eugene, Oregon, USA)
Johnson’s mural is a direct commentary on global warming, referencing
different types of fires from the burning of fossil fuels to the burning of the
Arctic. In the foreground people tend to an oak tree, a symbol of the Willamette
Valley’s past as a home for native tribes. Featured on the cover of this brochure.

For more information on these artists visit 20x21eug.com

20x21eug.com
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Beau Stanton (USA) 2016
1010 Willamette Street
(McDonald Theatre, west wall)

3

Steven Lopez (USA) 2016
254 Lincoln Street
(Wildcraft Cider Works)

4

Hua Tunan (China) 2017
411 West 4th Avenue
(Web Picture Frames and Vistra Framing)

5

Hush (United Kingdom) 2017
1334 Oak Alley
(Falling Sky Brewing House)

6

Ila Rose (Eugene, Oregon, USA) 2017
348 Lincoln Street
(Elevation Bouldering Gym)
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WK Interact (France/USA) 2018
1166 Oak Street			
(First Christian Church)

14

Alexis Diaz (Puerto Rico) 2018
1061 West 2nd Avenue
(Grizzlies Brand)

15

Bayne Gardner (Eugene, Oregon, USA) 2018
Corner of 13th Avenue &
Willamette Street
Bonus mural at 1374 Willamette Street

16

AIKO (Japan/USA) 2018
7th Avenue & Willamette Street
(Parcade Parking Garage)

17

Kiran Maharjan “H11235” (Nepal) 2018
755 Charnelton Street
(NW Martial Arts)
Bonus art at LCC Downtown
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Telmo Miel (Netherlands) 2017
198 West Broadway
(Oregon Contemporary Theatre/
Shaw-Med)
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8

Blek le Rat (France) 2017
100 East Broadway (IDX)
and various other locations
Best view from parking garage at 10th & Oak
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Fintan Magee (Australia) 2019		
1401 Willamette Street
(Eugene Area Chamber of Commerce)

9

Franco Fasoli “JAZ” (Argentina) 2017
1010 Willamette Street
(McDonald Theatre, south wall)
Bonus mural at 544 Blair Blvd

20

Adele Renault (Belgium/USA) 2019
2836 West 11th Avenue
(Coffee Plant Roaster)
Mural is behind building

10

Dan Witz (USA) 2017
Small-scale installations around town
Find his street art grates and windows
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Sidney Waerts “SIT” (Netherlands) 2019
1274 West 7th Street
(Well Balanced) Bonus mural at
856 Willamette Street (behind building)

11

Hyuro (Spain/Argentina) 2017
125 West 11th Avenue
(Kiva)

22

Kari Johnson (Eugene, Oregon, USA) 2019		
270 West 8th Avenue
(FOOD for Lane County’s Dining Room)
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Matt Small (United Kingdom) 2018
749 Willamette Street
In the alley between 7th and 8th Avenue
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Acidum Project (Brazil) 2016
62 West Broadway
(Cowfish)
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Shamsia Hassani (Afghanistan) 2018
2451 Willamette Street
Best viewed from Capella Market parking lot

